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Line 29.99--Enter any demonstration payment adjustment amounts for demonstration projects in
which the provider participated where the demonstration adjustment amounts are subject to the
sequestration adjustment. Obtain this amount from the PS&R.
Line 30--Enter line 28, plus or minus line 29, and minus lines 29.50 and 29.99.
Line 30.01--For cost reporting periods that overlap or begin on or after April 1, 2013, enter the
sequestration adjustment amount as follows: [(2 percent times (total days in the cost reporting
period that occur during the sequestration period beginning on or after April 1, 2013, divided by
total days in the entire cost reporting period, rounded to four decimal places)) times line 30]. Do
not apply the sequestration calculation when gross reimbursement (line 30) is less than zero.
Line 30.02--Enter any demonstration payment adjustment amounts for demonstration projects in
which the provider participated where the demonstration adjustment amounts are not subject to the
sequestration adjustment. Obtain this amount from the PS&R.
Line 31--Enter interim payments from Worksheet E-1, column 2, line 4. For contractor final
settlement, report on line 32 the amount from line 5.99.
Line 33--Enter line 30 minus the sum of lines 30.01, 30.02, 31, and 32. Transfer this amount to
Worksheet S, Part III, line 1.
Line 34--Enter the program reimbursement effect of protested items. Estimate the reimbursement
effect of the nonallowable items by applying a reasonable methodology which closely
approximates the actual effect of the item as if it had been determined through the normal cost
finding process. (See CMS Pub. 15-2, chapter 1, §115.2.) Attach a schedule showing the details
and computations for this line.
4033.6 Part VI - Calculation of Reimbursement Settlement - Title XVIII Part A PPS SNF
Services-- For title XVIII SNFs reimbursed under PPS, complete this part for settlement of Part A
services. For Part B services, all SNFs complete Worksheet E, Part B.
When this part is completed for a component, show both the hospital and component numbers.
Computation of Net Costs of Covered Services
Line Descriptions
Prospective Payment Amount
Line 1--Compute the sum of the following amounts obtained your books and records or from the
PS&R:
•

The Resource Utilization Group (RUG) payments made for PPS discharges during the cost
reporting period, and

•

The RUG payments made for PPS transfers during the cost reporting period.

Line 2--Enter the amount from Worksheet D, Part III, column 9, line 44.
Line 3--Enter the amount from Worksheet D, Part IV, column 11, line 200.
Line 4--Enter the sum of lines 1 through 3.
Line 5--Do not use this line as vaccine costs are included on line 1 of Worksheet E, Part B. Line 5
is shaded on Worksheet E-3, Part VI.
Line 6--Enter any deductible amounts imposed.
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Line 7--Enter any coinsurance amounts.
Line 8--Enter from your records program allowable bad debts for deductibles and coinsurance net
of bad debt recoveries. If recoveries exceed the current year’s bad debts, line 8 will be negative.
(See CMS Pub. 15-1, chapter 3.)
Line 9--Enter the allowable bad debts for deductibles and coinsurance for dual eligible
beneficiaries, net of recoveries of bad debts for dual eligible beneficiaries. This amount is included
in the amount reported on line 8. If recoveries of bad debts for dual eligible beneficiaries exceed
the current year’s bad debts for dual eligible beneficiaries, line 9 will be negative.
Line 10--SNF Bad Debt--Calculate this line as follows for cost reporting periods beginning prior
to October 1, 2012: [((line 8 - line 9) * 70 percent) + line 9]. This is the adjusted SNF reimbursable
bad debt in accordance with the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) 2005, section 5004.
In accordance with DRA 2005 SNF Bad Debt as amended by section 3201(b) of the Middle Class
Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, calculate this line as follows: for cost reporting periods
beginning on or after October 1, 2012, calculate this line as follows: [((line 8 - line 9) * 65 percent)
+ (line 9 * 88 percent)]. For cost reporting periods beginning on or after October 1, 2013, calculate
this line as follows: [((line 8 - line 9) * 65 percent) + (line 9 * 76 percent)]. For cost reporting
periods beginning on or after October 1, 2014, multiply the amount on line 8 by 65 percent.
Line 11--Enter the title XVIII reasonable compensation paid to physicians for services on
utilization review committees to an SNF. Include on this line the amount eliminated from total
costs on Worksheet A-8. Transfer this amount from Worksheet D-1, Part III, line 85.
Line 12--Enter the result of line 4 plus line 5, minus the sum of lines 6 and 7, plus lines 10 and 11.
Line 13--Enter the amounts paid or payable by workers’ compensation and other primary payers
where program liability is secondary to that of the primary payer for inpatient services. Enter only
the primary payer amounts applicable to Part A routine and ancillary services.
Line 14--Enter any other adjustments. For example, if you change the recording of vacation pay
from the cash basis to accrual basis, enter the adjustment. (See CMS Pub. 15-1, chapter 21,
§2146.4.) Specify the adjustment in the space provided.
Enter on line 14.99 the program share of any recovery of accelerated depreciation applicable to
prior periods resulting from your termination or a decrease in Medicare utilization. (See
CMS Pub. 15-1, chapter 1, §§136 through 136.16, and 42 CFR 413.134(d)(3)(i).) Identify this line
as “Recovery of Accelerated Depreciation.”
Line 14.50--Enter the Pioneer ACO demonstration payment adjustment amount. Obtain this
amount from the PS&R. Do not use this line for services rendered on or after January 1, 2017.
Report any ACO demonstration payment adjustments for services on or after January 1, 2017, on
line 14.99 or line 15.02, accordingly.
Line 14.99--Enter any demonstration payment adjustment amounts for demonstration projects in
which the provider participated where the demonstration adjustment amounts are subject to the
sequestration adjustment. Obtain this amount from the PS&R.
Line 15--Enter the result of line 12, plus or minus line 14, minus lines 13, 14.50, and 14.99.
Line 15.01--For cost reporting periods that overlap or begin on or after April 1, 2013, enter the
sequestration adjustment amount as follows: [(2 percent times (total days in the cost reporting
period that occur during the sequestration period beginning on or after April 1, 2013, divided by
total days in the entire cost reporting period, rounded to four decimal places)) times line 15]. Do
not apply the sequestration calculation when gross reimbursement (line 15) is less than zero.
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